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Abstract: Policies are a well-known approach to protecting security and privacy of users as well as for flexible trust
management in distributed environments. In the last years anumber of policy languages were proposed to
address different application scenarios. In order to help both developers and users in choosing the language
best suiting her needs, policy language comparisons were proposed in the literature. Nevertheless available
comparisons address only a small number of languages, are either out-of-date or too narrow in order to provide
a broader picture of the research field. In this paper we consider twelve relevant policy languages and compare
them on the strength of ten criteria which should be taken into account in designing every policy language.
Some criteria are already known in the literature, others are introduced in our work for the first time.
By comparing the choices designers made in addressing such criteria, useful conclusions can be drawn about
strong points and weaknesses of each policy language.

1 Introduction

Security management is a foremost issue in large
scale networks like the World Wide Web. In such
a scenario, traditional assumptions for establishing
and enforcing access control regulations do not hold
anymore. In particular identity-based access control
mechanisms have proved to be ineffective, since in
decentralized and multicentric environments, the re-
quester and the service provider are often unknown to
each other.

Policies are a well-known approach to protecting
security and privacy of users in the context of the
Semantic Web: policies specify who is allowed to
perform which action on which object depending on
properties of the requester and of the object as well
as parameters of the action and environmental factors
(e.g., time).

The potential policies have proved to own is not
fully exploited yet, since nowadays their usage is
mainly restricted to specific application areas. Lack-
ing knowledge about currently available solutions is
one of the main factors hindering widespread use of
policies: in order to exploit a policy language the po-

tential user needs to be provided with a clear picture
of the advantages it provides in comparison with other
solutions. Furthermore in the last years many policy
languages were proposed, targeting different appli-
cation scenarios and provided with different features
and expressiveness: scope and properties of avail-
able languages have to be known to the user in order
to help her in choosing the one most suitable to her
needs.

In an attempt to help with these and other prob-
lems, comparisons among policy languages have been
provided in the literature, anyway existing compar-
isons either do not consider a relevant number of
available solutions or are mainly focused on the appli-
cation scenarios the authors worked with (e.g., trust
negotiation in (Seamons et al., 2002) or ontology-
based systems in (Tonti et al., 2003)), moreover
policy-based security management is a rapidly evolv-
ing field and most of this comparison work is now
out-of-date.

Currently a broad and up-to-date overview cover-
ing most of the relevant available policy languages is
lacking; in this paper we intend to fill this gap by pro-
viding an extensive comparison covering twelve pol-



icy languages. Such a comparison will be carried out
on the strength of ten criteria, partly already known
in the literature and partly introduced in our work for
the first time. Our analysis will hopefully help users
in choosing the policy language mostly suiting their
needs, as well as researchers currently investigating
this area.

This paper is organized as follows. In section
2 related work is accounted for. Section 3 briefly
sketches the evolution of the research field and in-
troduces some concepts (e.g., role-based policy lan-
guage as well as various kinds of policies) which will
be massively exploited in the following. Sections 4
and 5 respectively introduce the languages which will
be compared in the rest of the paper and the crite-
ria according to which the comparison will be carried
out. The actual comparison takes place in section 6,
whereas sections 7 and 8 respectively present overall
results and draw some conclusions.

2 Related work

The paper of Seamons et al. (Seamons et al.,
2002) is the basis of our work: some of the insights
they suggested have proved to be still valuable right
now and as such they are addressed in our work as
well. Nevertheless in over three years the research
field has considerably changed and nowadays many
aspects of (Seamons et al., 2002) are out of date:
new languages have been developed and new design
paradigms have been taken into account, what makes
the comparison performed in (Seamons et al., 2002)
obsolete and many criteria according to which they
were evaluated not suitable anymore.

The pioneer paper of Seamons et al. paved the
way to future research on policy language compar-
isons like Tonti et al. (Tonti et al., 2003), Anderson
(Anderson, ) and Duma et al. (Duma et al., ): al-
though (Tonti et al., 2003) actually presents a compar-
ison of two ontology-based languages (namely KAoS
and Rei) with the object-oriented language Ponder,
the work is rather an argument for ontology-based
systems, since it clearly shows the advantages of on-
tologies.

Because of the impressive amount of details it pro-
vides, (Anderson, ) restricts the comparison to only
two (privacy) policy languages, namely EPAL and
XACML, therefore a comprehensive overview of the
research field is not provided, and features which nei-
ther EPAL nor XACML support are not taken into ac-
count at all among the comparison criteria.

Finally (Duma et al., ) provides a comparison
specifically targeted to giving insights and sugges-

tions to policy writers (designers): therefore the cri-
teria, according to which the comparison is carried
out, are mainly practical ones and scenario-oriented,
whereas more abstract issues are considered out of
scope and hence not addressed.

3 Background

In this section some concepts are introduced,
which will help to smoothly understand the rest of the
paper. First an overall picture of the research field is
provided by briefly outlining the historical evolution
of policy languages, then the definitions of some pol-
icy types which will be used throughout the paper are
provided.

3.1 From uid/psw-based authentication
to trust negotiation

Traditional access control mechanisms (like the
ones exploited in traditional operating systems)
make authorization decisions based on the iden-
tity of the requester: the user must provide a pair
(username, password) and, if this pair matches with
one of the entry in some static table kept by the system
(e.g., the file/etc/pwd in Unix) the user is granted
with some privileges. However, in decentralized or
multicentric environments, peers are often unknown
to each other, and access control based on identities
may be ineffective. In order to address this scenario,
role-based access control mechanisms were devel-
oped. In a role-based access control system a user is
assigned with one or more roles, which are in turn ex-
ploited in order to take authorization decisions. Since
the number of roles is typically much smaller than
the number of users, role-based access control sys-
tems reduce the number of access control decisions.
A thorough description of role-based access control
can be found in (Herzberg et al., 2000).

In a role-based access control system the autho-
rization process is split into two steps, namely assign-
ment of one or more roles and check whether a mem-
ber of the assigned role(s) is allowed to perform the
requested action. The role-based languages we con-
sider provide support only to one of the two steps:
for instance, TPL (a role-assignment policy language)
policies describe to which role the requester can be
mapped; this role must then be fed as input to an ex-
isting role-based access control mechanism. A simi-
lar approach is taken by Cassandra andRT. On the
other hand Ponder (authorization) policies are meant
to support the second step, i.e., they allow to define



which actions may be performed by a requester who
has already been successfully authenticated.

Role-based authentication mechanisms require
that the requester provides some information in or-
der to map her to some role(s). In the easiest case this
information can be once again a(uid, pwd) pair, but
systems which need a stronger authentication usually
exploit credentials, i.e., digital certificates represent-
ing statements certified by given entities (certification
authorities) which can be used in establishing prop-
erties of their holder. More modern approaches (e.g.,
EPAL, WSPL and XACML) directly exploit the prop-
erties of the requester in order to make an authoriza-
tion decision, i.e., they do not split the authorization
process in two parts like role-based languages. Nev-
ertheless they do not use credentials in order to cer-
tificate the properties of the requester.

Credentials, as well as declarations (i.e., not
signed statements about properties of the holder) are
however supported by PeerTrust, Protune and PSPL,
which are languages designed to support the trust ne-
gotiation (Winsborough et al., 2000) vision: trust be-
tween peers is established by exchanging sets of cre-
dentials between them in a negotiation which may
consist of several steps.

3.2 Policy types

Policies can be exploited in a number of fields and
with different goals: security, management, conver-
sation, quality-of-service, quality-of-protection, reli-
able messaging, reputation-based, provisional poli-
cies are just some examples of policies which are en-
countered in the literature. Here we focus on policy
types which will be mentioned in the following, for
instance because some language we consider has been
explicitly designed to support that kind of policy.

Role-assignment policiesAs the name suggests,
role-as-signment policies specify which condi-
tions a requester must fulfill in order to belong to
some server-defined role. Role-assignment poli-
cies are typically used in role-based policy lan-
guages like Cassandra,RT and TPL which postu-
late the existence of a back-end role-based access
control mechanism to which the role will be fed
in order to perform the actual authorization

Access control policiesAccess control is concerned
with limiting the activities a user is allowed to per-
form. Consequently access control policies define
the prerequisites the requester must fulfill in order
to have the activity she asked for performed

Privacy policies Privacy policies are meant to pro-
tect the privacy of the user: they need to reflect

current regulations and possibly promises made
to the customers. Privacy policies arise further
issues in comparison to access control policies,
as they require a more sophisticated treatment of
deny rules and conditions on context information;
moreover privacy policy languages have to take
into account the notion of “purpose”, which is es-
sential to privacy legislation. A subset of privacy
policies areenterpriseprivacy policies which fur-
thermore have to provide support to more restric-
tive enterprise-internal practices and may need to
handle customer preferences. EPAL was espe-
cially designed in order to target enterprise pri-
vacy policies

Obligation policies Obligation policies specify the
actions that must be performed when cer-
tain events occur, i.e., they are event-triggered
condition-action rules. Obligation policies may
be exploited, e.g., to specify which actions must
be performed when security violations occur or
under which circumstances auditing and logging
activities have to be carried out. Obligation poli-
cies are supported, among others, by KAoS, Pon-
der and Rei

4 Presentation of the considered
policy languages

To date a bunch of policy languages have been de-
veloped and are currently available: we have chosen
those which at present seem to be the most popular
ones, namely Cassandra (Becker and Sewell, 2004),
EPAL (Ashley et al., ;?), KAoS (Uszok et al., 2003),
PeerTrust (Gavriloaie et al., 2004), Ponder (Dami-
anou et al., 2001), Protune (Bonatti et al., 2006;?),
PSPL (Bonatti and Samarati, ), Rei (Kagal et al.,
2003),RT (Li and Mitchell, ), TPL (Herzberg et al.,
2000), WSPL (Anderson, 2004) and XACML (Lorch
et al., ; ?). The information we will provide about
the aforementioned languages is based on the refer-
enced documents. Whenever a feature we are going
to tackle is not addressed in the considered literature
nor is it known to the authors in other way, the feature
is supposed not to be provided by the language.

The number and variety of policy languages pro-
posed so far is justified by the different requirements
they had to accomplish and the different use cases
they were designed to support. Ponder was meant to
help local security policy specification and security
management activities, therefore typical addressed
application scenarios include registration of users or
logging and audit events, whereas firewalls, operating



systems and databases belong to the applications tar-
geted by the language. WSPL’s name itself (namely
Web Services Policy Language) suggests its goal:
supporting description and control of various aspects
and features of a web service. Web services are ad-
dressed by KAoS too, as well as general-purpose grid
computing, although it was originally oriented to soft-
ware agent applications (where dynamic runtime pol-
icy changes need to be supported). Rei’s design was
primarily concerned with support to pervasive com-
puting applications (i.e. those in which people and
devices are mobile and use wireless networking tech-
nologies to discover and access services and devices).
EPAL (Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language)
was proposed by IBM in order to support enterprise
privacy policies. Some years before IBM had already
introduced the pioneer role-based policy language
TPL (Trust Policy Language), which paved the way
to other role-assignment policy languages like Cas-
sandra andRT (Role-based Trust-management frame-
work), both of which aimed to address access con-
trol and authorization problems which arise in large-
scale decentralized systems when independent orga-
nizations enter into coalitions whose membership and
very existence change rapidly. The main goal of PSPL
(Portfolio and Service Protection Language) was pro-
viding a uniform formal framework for regulating ser-
vice access and information disclosure in an open,
distributed network system like the web; support to
negotiations and private policies were among the ba-
sic reasons which led to its definition. PeerTrust is a
simple yet powerful language for trust negotiation on
the Semantic Web based on a distributed query eval-
uation. Trust negotiation is addressed by Protune too,
which supports a broad notion of “policy” and does
not require shared knowledge besides evidences and
a common vocabulary. Finally XACML (eXtensible
Access Control Markup Language) was meant to be
a standard general purpose access control policy lan-
guage, ideally suitable to the needs of most authoriza-
tion systems.

Given the multiplicity of available languages and
the sometimes very specific contexts they fit into, one
may argue that a meaningful comparison among them
is impossible or, at least, meaningless. We claim
that such a comparison is not only possible but even
worth: to this aim we identified ten criteria which
should be taken into account in designing every pol-
icy language. By comparing the choices designers
made in addressing such criteria, useful conclusions
can be drawn about strong points and weaknesses of
each policy language. More important yet, by outlin-
ing advantages and drawbacks of each language, our
analysis will hopefully help a user in choosing the one

which mostly suits her needs.

5 Presentation of the considered
criteria

We acknowledge the remark made by (Duma
et al., ), according to which a comparison among pol-
icy languages on the basis of the criteria presented in
(Seamons et al., 2002) is only partially satisfactory
for a designer, since general features do not help in
understanding which kind of policies can be practi-
cally expressed with the constructs available in a lan-
guage. Therefore in our comparison we selected a
good deal of criteria having a concrete relevance (e.g.,
whether actions can be defined within a policy and
executed during its evaluation, how the result of a re-
quest looks like, whether the language provides ex-
tensibility mechanisms and to which extent . . . ). On
the other hand, since we did not want to come short
on theoretical issues, we selected four additional cri-
teria, basically taken from (Seamons et al., 2002) and
somehow reworked and updated them. We called
these more theoretical criteriacore policy properties
whereas more practical issues have been grouped un-
der the common labelcontextual properties.

5.1 Core policy properties

Well-defined semanticsAccording to (Seamons
et al., 2002) we consider a policy language’s
semantics to be well-defined if the meaning of
a policy written in that language is independent
of the particular implementation of the language.
Logic programs and Description logic knowledge
bases have a mathematically defined semantics,
therefore we assume policy languages based on
either of the two formalisms to have well-defined
semantics

Monotonicity In the sense of logic a system is mono-
tonic if the set of conclusions which can be drawn
from the current knowledge base does not de-
crease by adding new information to the knowl-
edge base. In the sense of (Seamons et al., 2002)
a policy language is considered to be monotonic
if an accomplished request would also be accom-
plished if accompanied by additional disclosure of
information by the peers: in other words, disclo-
sure of additional evidences and policies should
only result in the granting of additional privi-
leges. Policy languages may be not monotonic
in the sense of logic (as it happens with Logic
programming-based languages) but still be mono-



tonic in the sense of (Seamons et al., 2002), like
Protune

Condition expressivenessA policy language must
allow to specify under which conditions the re-
quest of the user (e.g., for performing an action
or for disclosing a credential) should be accom-
plished. Policy languages differ in the expressive-
ness of such conditions: some languages allow to
set constraints on properties of the requester, but
not on parameters of the requested action, more-
over constraints on environmental factors (e.g.,
time) are not always supported. Cassandra’s ex-
pressiveness can be even tuned by varying the
constraint domain it is equipped with. This cri-
terion subsumes “credential combinations”, “con-
straints on attribute values” and “inter-credential
constraints” in (Seamons et al., 2002)

Underlying formalism A good deal of policy lan-
guages base on some well-known formalism: Pro-
tune and PSPL base on Logic programming,
whereas Cassandra, Peer-Trust andRT on a subset
of it (namely Constrained DATALOG) and KAoS
on Description logics. Knowledge about the for-
malism a language bases upon can be useful in
order to understand some basic features of the lan-
guage itself: e.g., the fact that a language is based
on Logic programming with negation (as failure)
entails consequences regarding the monotonicity
of the language (in the sense of logic), whereas
knowing that Description logic knowledge bases
may contain contradictory statements could in-
duce to infer that a Description logics-based lan-
guage needs a way to deal with such contradic-
tions (as it happens with KAoS and Rei)

5.2 Contextual properties

Action execution During the evaluation of a policy
some actions may have to be performed: one may
want to retrieve the current system time (e.g., in
case authorization should be allowed only in a
specific time frame), to send a query to a database
or to record some information in a log file. Cas-
sandra equipped with a suitable constraint domain
allows to specify side-effect free actions, whereas
e.g., Ponder and XACML allow some kind of ac-
tions. It is worth noticing that this criterion eval-
uates whether a language allows thepolicy writer
to specify actions within a policy: during the eval-
uation of a policy the engine may carry out non-
trivial actions on its own (e.g., bothRT and TPL
engines provide automatic resolution of credential
chains) but such actions are not considered in our
investigation

Delegation Delegation is often used in access con-
trol systems to cater for temporary transfer of ac-
cess rights to agents acting on behalf of other ones
(e.g., passing write rights to a printer spooler in
order to print a file). The right of delegating is a
right as well and as such can be delegated, too.
Some languages provide a means for cascaded
delegations up to a certain length, whereas oth-
ers allow unbounded delegation chains. In order
to support delegation many languages provide a
specific built-in construct, whereas others (e.g.,
Cassandra and Protune) exploit more fine-grained
features of the language in order to simulate high-
level constructs. The latter approach allows to
support more flexible delegation policies and is
hence more suited for expressing the subtle but
significant semantic differences which appear in
real-world applications

Type of evaluation

Evidences During the evaluation of authentication
policies, it may be needed for the requester to
provide some signed statements (credentials) is-
sued by a trusted entity and asserting some prop-
erties about the requester itself. Credentials are
not supported by languages not targeting authen-
tication policies (e.g., Ponder) nor by e.g., EPAL
or KAoS. PeerTrust, Protune and PSPL provide
another kind of evidence, namelydeclarations
which are non-signed statements about properties
of the holder (e.g., credit-card numbers)

Negotiation support (Anderson, 2004) adopts a
broad notion of “negotiation”, namely a negoti-
ation is supposed to happen between two peers
whenever (i) both peers are allowed to define a
policy and (ii) both policies are taken into account
when processing a request. According to this def-
inition, WSPL supports negotiations as well. In
this paper we adopt a narrower definition of nego-
tiation by adding a third prerequisite stating that
(iii) the evaluation of the request must be dis-
tributed, i.e., both peers must locally evaluate the
request and either decide to terminate the negoti-
ation or send a partial result to the other peer who
will go on with the evaluation. Whether the eval-
uation is local or distributed may be considered
an implementation issue, as long as policies are
freely disclosable. Distributed evaluation is re-
quired under a conceptual point of view as soon
as the need for keeping policies private arises: in-
deed if policies were not private, simply merging
the peers’ policies would reveal possible compat-
ibilities between them

Policy engine decisionThe result of the evaluation



of a policy must be notified to the requester. The
result sent back by the policy engine may carry in-
formation to different extents: in the easiest case
a boolean answer may be sent (allowed vs. de-
nied). Some languages (e.g., EPAL, WSPL and
XACML) support error messages, whereas Cas-
sandra returns a set of constraints which is a sub-
set of the one in the requester’s query. Protune is
the only language providing enough informative
content to let the user understand how the result
was computed (and thereby why the query suc-
ceeded/failed)

Extensibility Since experience shows that each sys-
tem needs to be updated and extended with new
features, a good programming practice requires
to keep things as general as possible in order to
support future extensions. Almost every language
provides some support to extensibility.RT may
be regarded as an exception since, as pointed out
by (Becker and Sewell, 2004), the need for more
advanced features was handled by releasing a new
flavor of the language (availableRT flavors can
be obtained by combiningRT0 andRT1 on the one
hand withRTT and/orRTD on the other one). In
the following we will provide a description of the
mechanisms languages adopt in order to support
extensibility

6 Comparison

In this section the considered policy languages
will be compared according to the criteria outlined in
section 5. The overall results of the comparison are
summarized in Table 6.

Well-defined semanticsA policy language’s seman-
tics is well-defined if the meaning of a policy writ-
ten in that language is independent of the par-
ticular implementation of the language. We as-
sume policy languages based on Logic program-
ming or Description logics to have well-defined
semantics: the formalisms underlying the consid-
ered policy languages will be accounted for in the
following. So far we restrict ourselves to list the
languages provided with a well-defined seman-
tics, namely, Cassandra, EPAL, KAoS, PeerTrust,
Protune, PSPL, Rei andRT

Monotonicity In the sense of (Seamons et al., 2002)
a policy language is considered to be monotonic
if disclosure of additional evidences and policies
only results in the granting of additional priv-
ileges, therefore the concept of “monotonicity”
does not apply to languages which do not pro-

vide support for credentials, namely EPAL, Pon-
der, WSPL and XACML. All other languages are
monotonic, with the exception of TPL, which ex-
plicitly chose to supportnegative certificates, stat-
ing that a user can be assigned a roleR if there
exists no credential of some type claiming some-
thing about it. The authors of TPL acknowledge
that it is almost impossible proving that there does
not exist such a credential somewhere, therefore
they interpret their statement in a restrictive way,
i.e., they assume that such a credential does not
exist if it is not present in the local repository.
Despite this restrictive definition the language is
not monotonic since, as soon as such a creden-
tial is released and stored in the repository, conse-
quences which could be previously drawn cannot
be drawn anymore

Condition expressivenessA role-based policy lan-
guage maps requesters to roles, the assigned role
is afterwards exploited in order (not) to autho-
rize the requester to execute some actions. The
mapping to a role may in principle be performed
according to the identity or other properties of
the requester (to be stated by some evidence)
and eventually environmental factors (e.g., current
time). Cassandra (equipped with a suitable con-
straint domain) supports both scenarios. Environ-
mental factors are not taken into account by TPL,
where the mapping to a role is just performed ac-
cording to the properties of the requester; such
properties can be combined by using boolean op-
erators, moreover a set of built-in operators (e.g.,
greater than, equal to) is provided in order to set
constraints on their values. Environmental factors
are not taken into account byRT0 either, where
role membership is identity-based, meaning that a
role must explicitly list its members; nevertheless
since (i) roles are allowed to express set of en-
tities having a certain property and (ii) conjunc-
tions and disjunctions can be applied to existing
roles in order to create new ones, then role mem-
bership is finally based on properties of the re-
quester.RT1 goes a step beyond and, by adding
the notion ofparametrized role, allows to set con-
straints not only on properties of the requester but
even on the ones of the object, the requested ac-
tion should be performed upon; the last feature
makes the second step traditional role-based pol-
icy languages consist of unnecessary, therefore
RT1, as well as the otherRT flavors basing on it,
may be considered to lay on the border between
role-based and non role-based policy languages.
A non role-based policy language does not split
the authentication process in two different steps



but directly provides an answer to the problem
whether the requester should be allowed to exe-
cute some action. In this case the authorization
decision can be made in principle not only de-
pending on properties of the requester or the envi-
ronment, but also according to the ones of the ob-
ject the action would be performed upon as well
as parameters of the action itself. EPAL intro-
duces the further notion of “purpose” for which
a request was sent and allows to set conditions on
it. Some non role-based languages make a distinc-
tion between conditions which must be fulfilled in
order for the request to be taken into considera-
tion (which we callprerequisites, according to the
terminology introduced by (Bonatti and Samarati,
)) and conditions which must be fulfilled in order
for the request to be satisfied (requisitesaccord-
ing to (Bonatti and Samarati, )); not always both
kinds of conditions have the same expressiveness.
Let start checking whether and to which extent
the non role-based policy languages we consid-
ered support prerequisites: WSPL and XACML
allow only to use a simple set of criteria to deter-
mine a policy’s applicability to a request, whereas
Ponder provides a complete solution which al-
lows to set prerequisites involving properties of
requester, object, environment and parameters of
the action. Prerequisites can be set in EPAL and
PSPL as well; the expressiveness of PSPL pre-
requisites is the same as the one of its requisites,
which we will discuss later. With the exception of
Ponder, which allows restrictions on the environ-
ment just for delegation policies, each other lan-
guage supports requisites (Rei is even redundant
in this respect): KAoS allows to set constraints
on properties of the requester and the environ-
ment, Rei also on action parameters and Protune,
PSPL, WSPL and XACML also on properties of
the object. EPAL supports conditions on the pur-
pose for which a request was sent but not on en-
vironmental factors. Attributes must be typed in
EPAL, WSPL, XACML and typing can be con-
sidered a constraint on the values the attribute can
assume, anyway the definition of the semantics of
such attributes is outside WSPL’s scope. Finally,
in PeerTrust conditions can be expressed by set-
ting guards on policies: each policy consists of a
guard and a body, the body is not evaluated until
the guard is satisfied

Underlying formalism The most part of languages
provided with a well-defined semantics rely on
some kind of Logic programming or Description
logics. Logic programming is the semantic foun-
dation of Protune and PSPL, whereas a subset

of it, namely Constraint DATALOG, is the basis
for Cassandra, PeerTrust andRT. KAoS relies
on Description logics, whereas Rei combines fea-
tures of Description logics (ontologies are used
in order to define domain classes and properties
associated with the classes), Logic programming
(Rei policies are actually particular Logic pro-
grams) and Deontic logic (in order to express con-
cepts like rights, prohibitions, obligations and dis-
pensations). EPAL exploits Predicate logic with-
out quantifiers. Finally, no formalisms underly
Ponder (which only bases on the Object-oriented
paradigm), TPL, WSPL and XACML

Action execution Ponder allows to access system
properties (e.g., time) from within a policy, more-
over it supports obligation policies, asserting
which actions should be executed if some event
happens: examples of such actions are printing
a file, tracking some data in a log file and en-
abling/disabling user accounts. XACML allows
to specify actions within a policy; these actions
are collected during the policy evaluation and ex-
ecuted before sending a response back to the re-
quester. A similar mechanism is provided by
EPAL and of course by WSPL, which is indeed
a specific profile of XACML. The only actions
which the policy writer may specify in PeerTrust
and PSPL are related to the sending of evidences,
whereas Protune supports whatever kind of ac-
tions, not necessarily side-effect free, as long as
a basic assumption holds, namely that action re-
sults do not interfere with each other (i.e., that ac-
tions are independent). Cassandra (equipped with
a suitable constraint domain) allows to call side-
effect free functions (e.g., to access the current
time). It is worth noticing that languages allow-
ing to specify actions within policies can to some
extent simulate obligation policies, as long as the
triggering event is the reception of a request, al-
though the flexibility provided by Ponder is not
met in such languages. Finally, KAoS, Rei,RT
and TPL do not support execution of actions

Delegation Ponder defines a specific kind of policies
in order to deal with delegation: the fieldvalid
allowspositivedelegation policies to specify con-
straints (e.g., time restrictions) to limit the validity
of the delegated access rights. Rei allows not only
to define policy delegating rights but even policy
delegating the right to delegate (some other right).
Delegation is supported byRTD (“D” stands in-
deed for “delegation”): beingRT a role-based lan-
guage, the right which can be delegated is the one
of activating a role, i.e., the possibility of acting
as a member of such a role. Ponder delegation



chains have length 1, whereas inRT delegation
chains always have unbounded length. Cassandra
and Protune provide a more flexible mechanism
which allows to explicitly set the desired length
of a delegation chain (as well as other properties
of the delegation): in order to obtain such a flex-
ibility the aforementioned languages do not pro-
vide high-level constructs to deal with delegation
but simulate them by exploiting more fine-grained
features of the language. Delegation (of author-
ity) can be expressed in PeerTrust by exploiting
operator “@”. Finally, EPAL, KAoS, PSPL, TPL,
WSPL and XACML do not support delegation

Type of evaluation The most part of the considered
languages require that all policies to be evalu-
ated are collected in some place before starting
the evaluation, which is hence performed locally:
this is the way EPAL, KAoS, Ponder,RT and TPL
work. Other languages, namely Cassandra, Rei,
WSPL and XACML, perform policy evaluation
locally, nevertheless they provide so-me facility
in order to collect policies (or policy fragments)
which are spread over the net: e.g., in XACML
combining algorithms define how to take results
from multiple policies and derive a single result,
whereas Cassandra allows policies to refer to poli-
cies of other entities, so that policy evaluation
may trigger queries of remote policies (possibly
the requester’s one) over the network. Policies
can be collected into a single place if they are
freely disclosable (assuming that the place they
are collected into is not a trusted one), therefore
the languages mentioned so far do not address the
possibility that policies themselves may have to
be kept private. Protection of sensitive policies
can be obtained only by providing support to dis-
tributed policy evaluation, like the one carried out
by PeerTrust, Protune or PSPL

Evidences The result of a policy’s evaluation may
depend on the identities or other properties of the
peer who requested for its evaluation: a means
needs hence to be provided in order for the peers
to communicate such properties to each other.
Such information is usually sent in the form of
digital certificates signed by trusted entities (cer-
tification authorities) and calledcredentials. Cre-
dentials are a key element in Cassandra,RT and
TPL, whereas they are unnecessary in Ponder,
whose policies are concerned with limiting the
activity of users who have already been success-
fully authenticated. The authors of PSPL were the
first ones advocating for the need of exchanging
non-signed statements (e.g., credit card numbers),
which they calleddeclarations; declarations are

supported by PeerTrust and Protune as well. Fi-
nally, EPAL, KAoS, Rei, WSPL and XACML do
not support evidences

Negotiation support As stated above, we use a nar-
rower definition of negotiation than the one pro-
vided in (Anderson, 2004), into which WSPL
does not fit, therefore only pretty few languages
support negotiation in the sense we specified
above, namely Cassandra, PeerTrust, Protune and
PSPL

Policy engine decisionThe evaluation of a policy
should end up with a result to be sent back to
the requester. In the easiest case such result is
a boolean stating whether the request was (not)
accepted (and thereby accomplished): KAoS,
PeerTrust, Ponder, PSPL,RT and TPL conform
to this pattern. Besidespermit anddeny WSPL
and XACML provide two other result values to
cater for particular situations:not applicable
is returned whenever no applicable policies or
rules could be found, whereasindeterminate
accounts for some error which occurred during
the processing; in the latter case optional infor-
mation is available to explain the error. A boolean
value, stating whether the request was (not) ful-
filled, does not make sense in the case of an
obligation policy, which simply describes the ac-
tions which must be executed as soon as an event
(e.g., the reception of a request) happens, there-
fore besides the so-calledrulingsallow anddeny
EPAL defines a third value (don’t care) to be
returned by obligation policies; one of the ele-
ments an EPAL policy consists of is a global con-
dition which is checked at the very beginning of
the policy evaluation: not fulfilling such a con-
dition is considered an error and a correspond-
ing error message (policy error) is returned;
a further message (scope error) is returned in
case no applicable policies were found. Cassan-
dra’s request format contains (among others) a set
of constraintsc belonging to some constraint do-
main; the response consists of a subsetc′ of c
which satisfies the policy; in casec′ = c (resp.
c′ is the empty set)true (resp. false) is re-
turned. Protune allows for more advanced expla-
nation capabilities: not only is it possible to ask
why (part of) a request was (not) fulfilled (Why and
Why-not queries respectively), but the requester
is even allowed to ask since the beginning which
steps she has to perform in order for her request to
be accomplished (How-to andWhat-if queries).
A rudimentary form ofWhat-if queries is sup-
ported also by Rei obligation policies: the re-
quester can decide whether to complete the obli-



gation by comparing the effects of meeting the
obligation (MetEffects) and the effects of not
meeting the obligation (NotMetEffects)

Extensibility Extensibility is a fuzzy concept: al-
most all languages provide some extension points
to let the user adapt the language to her cur-
rent needs, nevertheless the extension mechanism
greatly varies from language to language: here
we will briefly summarize the means the various
languages provide in order to address extensibil-
ity. Extensibility is described as one of the criteria
taken into account in designing Ponder: in order
to provide smoothly support to new types of poli-
cies that may arise in the future, inheritance was
considered a suitable solution and Ponder itself
was therefore implemented as an object-oriented
language. XACML’s support to extensibility is
two-fold: (i) on the one hand new datatypes, as
well as functions for dealing with them, may be
defined in addition to the ones already provided by
XACML. Datatypes and functions must be spec-
ified in XACML requests, which indeed consists
of typed attributes associated with the requesting
subjects, the resource acted upon, the action being
performed and the environment (ii) as we men-
tioned above, XACML policies can consist of any
number of distributed rules; XACML already pro-
vides a number of combining algorithms which
define how to take results from multiple policies
and derive a single result, nevertheless a stan-
dard extension mechanism is available to define
new algorithms. Using non-standard user-defined
datatypes would lead to wasting one of the strong
points of WSPL, namely the standard algorithm
for merging two policies, resulting in a single pol-
icy that satisfies the requirements of both (assum-
ing that such a policy exists), since there can be
no standard algorithm for merging policies ex-
ploiting user-defined attributes (except where the
values of the attributes are exactly equal); use of
non-standard algorithms would in turn mean that
the policies could not be supported using a base
standard policy engine. Being standardization the
main goal of WSPL, no wonder that it comes short
on the topic “extensibility”, which is not neces-
sarily a drawback, if the assertion of (Anderson,
2004) holds: “most web services will probably
use fairly simple policies in their service defini-
tions”. Ontologies are the means to cater for ex-
tensibility in KAoS and Rei: the use of ontolo-
gies facilitates a dynamic adaptation of the pol-
icy framework by specifying the ontology of a
given environment and linking it with the generic
framework ontology; both KAoS and Rei define

basic built-in ontologies, which are supposed to
be further extended for a given application. Ex-
tensibility was the main issue taken into account
in the design of Cassandra: its authors realized
that standard policy idioms (e.g., role hierarchy
or role delegation) occur in real-world policies in
many subtle variants: instead of embedding such
variants in anad hocway, they decided to define a
policy language able to express this variety of fea-
tures smoothly; in order to achieve this goal, the
key element is the notion ofconstraint domain,
an independent module which is plugged into the
policy evaluation engine in order to adjust the ex-
pressiveness of the language; the advantage of this
approach is that the expressiveness (and hence the
computational complexity) of the language can be
chosen depending on the requirements of the ap-
plication and can be easily changed without hav-
ing to change the language semantics. A standard
interface to external packages is the means pro-
vided by Protune in order to support extensibility:
functionalities of a component implementing such
interface can be called from within a Protune pol-
icy. Finally, PeerTrust, PSPL,RT and TPL do not
provide extension mechanisms

7 Discussion

In this section we review the comparison per-
formed in section 6 and provide some general com-
ments.

By carrying out the task of comparing a consid-
erable amount of policy languages, we came to be-
lieve that they may be classified in two big groups
collecting, so to say,standard-orientedandresearch-
oriented languages respectively. EPAL, WSPL and
XACML can be considered stan-dard-oriented lan-
guages since they provide a well-defined but restricted
set of features: although it is likely that this set will be
extended as long as the standardization process pro-
ceeds, so far the burden of providing advanced fea-
tures is charged on the user who need them; standard-
oriented languages are hence a good choice for users
who do not need advanced features but for whom
compatibility with standards is a foremost issue. Pon-
der,RT and TPL are somehow placed in between: on
the one hand Ponder provides a complete authoriza-
tion solution, which however takes place after a pre-
viously overcome authentication step, therefore Pon-
der cannot be applied to contexts (like pervasive en-
vironments) were users cannot be accurately identi-
fied; on the other handRT and TPL do not provide a
complete authorization solution, since they can only



Cassandra EPAL KAoS PeerTrust Ponder Protune PSPL Rei RT TPL WSPL XACML

Well-defined
semantics

Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No

Monotonicity Yes – Yes Yes – Yes Yes Yes Yes No – –

Underlying
formalism

Constraint

DATALOG

Predicate

logic with-

out quanti-

fiers

Description

logics

Constraint

DATALOG

Object-

oriented

paradigm

Logic pro-

gramming

Logic pro-

gramming

Deontic

logic, Logic

program-

ming,

Description

logics

Constraint

DATALOG

– – –

Action execu-
tion

Yes (side-

effect free)

Yes No Yes (only

sending

evidences)

Yes (access

to system

properties)

Yes Yes (only

sending

evidences)

No No No Yes Yes

Delegation Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes (RTD) No No No

Type of evalua-
tion

Distributed

policies,

Local

evaluation

Local Local Distributed Local Distributed Distributed Distributed

policies,

Local

evaluation

Local Local Distributed

policies,

Local

evaluation

Distributed

policies,

Local

evaluation

Evidences Credentials No No Credentials,

Declara-

tions

– Credentials,

Declara-

tions

Credentials,

Declara-

tions

– Credentials Credentials No No

Negotiation Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes No (policy

matching

supported)

No

Result format A/D and a

set of con-

straints

A/D, scope

error,

policy

error

A/D A/D A/D Explana-

tions

A/D A/D a A/D A/D A/D, not

applicable,

indetermi-

nate

A/D, not

applicable,

indetermi-

nate

Extensibility Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes

Table 1: Policy language comparison (“–” = not applicable)

aFor obligation policies a rough version of “What-if” query is available.



map requesters to roles and need to rely on some
external component to perform the actual authenti-
cation (although parametrized roles available inRT1
and the otherRT flavors basing on it make the pre-
vious statement no longer true). Finally research-
oriented languages strive toward generality and exten-
sibility and provide a number of more advanced fea-
tures in comparison with standard-oriented languages
(e.g., conflict harmonization in KAoS and Rei, nego-
tiations in Cassandra, PeerTrust and PSPL or explana-
tions in Protune); they should be hence the preferred
choice for users who do not mind about standardiza-
tion issues but require the advanced functionalities
that research-oriented languages provide.

8 Conclusions

Policies are a well-known approach to protecting
security and privacy of users in the context of the Se-
mantic Web. In the last years a number of policy
languages were proposed to address different appli-
cation scenarios. In order to help the user in choos-
ing the language best suiting her needs, policy lan-
guage comparisons were proposed in the literature.
Nevertheless available comparisons are either out-of-
date or too narrow in order to provide the users with
a broader picture of the research field. In this paper
we considered twelve relevant policy languages and
compared them on the strength of ten criteria which
should be taken into account in designing every pol-
icy language. Some criteria were already known in
the literature, others were introduced in our work for
the first time. By comparing the choices designers
made in addressing such criteria, useful conclusions
can be drawn about strong points and weaknesses of
each policy language. More important yet, having
outlined advantages and drawbacks of each language,
our analysis will hopefully help a user in choosing the
one which mostly suits her needs.
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